Point 2 E of 37th meeting of Senior Officers held on January 2, 2016.

Concern  Director Instruction and Director Research Services

Modalities and possibilities for Professor and Associate Professors posted at out-campuses to guide the student for thesis research

Professors/ Associate Professors, Principal Scientist / Senior Scientist may also be considered as advisor of Masters Degree programme

Professors/ Associate Professors posted at the constituent colleges with only Bachelor degree programme or Masters degree programme not in the subject may be considered for guiding Masters degree student as co-advisor for first two students then as advisor in the event they have research projects in that year as Principal Investigator.

Principal Scientist / Senior Scientist posted at the constituent research station may be considered for guiding Masters degree student as co-advisor for first two students then as advisor in the event they have research projects in that year.

Professor/ Principal Scientist already guided minimum two students for Masters degree in past may be considered directly for allotment of students for Masters degree programme.

Teacher/Scientist interested to guide the student must submit the topic with objectives well in advance to the respective Professor and Head for consideration and approval.

List of the advisor with the title of the topic has to be displayed on the notice board after notification of M.Sc. (pre.) I Semester examination. The student is free to select the guide on the basis of merit.

Student opted for guide from outside the campus should have passed all the course offered in the previous year of Masters degree programme.

The student opts for thesis research programme outside the campus may get stipend from the research project of the guide.

No allowances viz., TA, DA etc., will be provided to the student during thesis work.

Synopsis and result seminar and Final oral examination will be organized in the campus where the student is registered.

In all the presentation/examination related to thesis presence of advisor is mandatory.